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London's Premier Cleaning Company 
 
















Clean All Crew Ltd are a professional cleaning, gardening and property maintenance service provider based in London, we’re now in our 6th year and growing faster every day.
 












Get A Free Quote




















 
Online Booking
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About Clean All Crew
 
















Clean All Crew Ltd are a professional cleaning, gardening and property maintenance service provider based in London, we’re now in our 6th year and growing faster every day.
Our reputation for quality work and professional team members is our strength and keeps customers coming back year after year.
At Clean All Crew Ltd all of our cleaners, gardeners and property maintenance teams are contracted by us directly, many of them have worked with us since we established in 2015, all associates and contractors are CRB and DBS checked for your peace of mind.
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[image: Pet Fisher]Pet Fisher23:03 04 Mar 24


Having looked into various quotes for end of tenancy cleaning, steam cleaning & oven cleaning. I was spoilt with choice of cleaning companies that would do it for a huge range of quotes.I looked at reviews and decided to go with Clean All Crew. They gave a very reasonable quote and I couldn't have asked for a better clean.Magda was very helpful and friendly on the phone and answered my many questions. The cleaning guys that showed up were fantastic. They moved all the furniture to get every spot in the flat and cleaned everything to perfection.Would highly recommend for all services & it's just a shame they don't have a regular cleaning service yet!



[image: Neha Rathore]Neha Rathore19:50 28 Feb 24


Thanks for the amazing service. Really appreciate the overall services - from office to the cleaning crew, both did an amazing job. Our inspection officer was happy too.



[image: Naema Malik]Naema Malik12:44 18 Feb 24


Quick and thorough! Happy to be responsive to any further asks



[image: Blanka]Blanka16:54 12 Feb 24


I recently had my property cleaned by Clean All. Crew, and I'm extremely pleased with the results! The team was thorough, efficient, and left my place spotless. Thank you so much



[image: Hazel eye]Hazel eye12:20 12 Feb 24


Fantastic job! Read the reviews first & glad I went with them. The standard of work is amazing. I'm still in shock at how clean it all is lol. The bathroom and oven were really bad. They look brand new now! Officially my new cleaners. Definitely recommend.



[image: Jonathan Cramp]Jonathan Cramp22:07 10 Feb 24


5 stars well earned! Our end of tenancy clean with Clean All Crew left our sizeable flat looking better than when we moved in to a supposedly professionally cleaned flat. I would rate higher if I could, we will be using them again for sure.



[image: GL OC]GL OC12:01 10 Feb 24


Clean all crew are amazing! The company are completely transparent, no hard sell. Responded to messages promptly. The team who were dispatched were incredibly focused and professional. They made a very grubby flat sparkle! Thank you so much.



[image: Maya Piana]Maya Piana08:37 07 Feb 24


Great service! Very polite, did an amazing job at cleaning our flat. I would definitely recommend. Thank you



[image: Chelsea Stephenson]Chelsea Stephenson12:07 05 Feb 24


Clean All Crew Ltd provides exceptional commercial cleaning services. They are efficient, thorough, and professional. I highly recommend them for all your cleaning needs!



[image: Rafal Bijan]Rafal Bijan08:43 03 Feb 24


Highly recommended! All surfaces were throughly cleaned during the deep cleaning service.



[image: Shannon Louiser]Shannon Louiser13:29 01 Feb 24


They go above and beyond, ensuring our workspace is pristine. Professionalism at its best. Highly recommended for a polished and clean business environment!



[image: Fahim Shah]Fahim Shah22:55 31 Jan 24


Great value for money. The service provided by the team is first class. They arrived promptly and on time, they were very thorough and did a great job ! I’ve been in this apartment for 7 years and the checkout person said that it looks the same as when he did the first inventory 😊The guys who came to do the end of tenancy clean provided me with great communication about what they had cleaned as they went along and were very informative, which was really helpful.I would definitely use this company again and would recommend their services.



[image: Creation Unlimited]Creation Unlimited15:48 29 Jan 24


Had an amazing interaction with them and the service was extremely professional. They’ve gone beyond to provide us with an extremely well cleaned flat after we moved out.The carpet and surfaces looked good as new.



[image: Danny Yen]Danny Yen18:45 26 Jan 24


Great end of tenancy clean of the studio, smooth experience



[image: Denis Shorin]Denis Shorin18:29 26 Jan 24


I have used their services a few times and will not look elsewhere to use them again in the future. They are very professional, punctual, and deliver excellent results that exceed expectations.



[image: Jemima van Vredenburch]Jemima van Vredenburch10:33 26 Jan 24


Incredible service, lovely people and excellent finish.Easy communication and a fast turn around.



[image: Olga Maas]Olga Maas14:30 21 Jan 24


Look no further, the best service! Excellent work and reasonable price. The team went the extra mile! Will be using them again, highly recommended!



[image: Farid Bakai]Farid Bakai17:16 16 Jan 24


I am happy to recommend Clean All Crew to anyone as they offer a great service that is responsive to your needs.
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Magda and her team did a brilliant job of cleaning my father in laws new property so it was clean and fresh when he moved in. The kitchen was a bit of a challenge but they did a super job! They also cleaned the house he was selling, working around the moving company packing up - not an easy job. Friendly, flexible, reliable and great communication - would highly recommend !



[image: Jan Dziamba]Jan Dziamba21:17 11 Jan 24


The tenancy cleaner provided outstanding service, leaving our rental spotless.



[image: Beata Kierzkowska]Beata Kierzkowska10:44 05 Jan 24


Best Service. Recommended!



[image: Charlotte Wright]Charlotte Wright21:46 02 Jan 24


Super easy to arrange with Magda and the two cleaners who came were fantastic. Great attention to detail and really accommodating considering I had my baby and parents in the property at the same time. Would use again.



[image: Ghazi A]Ghazi A14:47 31 Dec 23


Best cleaners I’ve dealt with. Very professional and arrived on time. Their service is excellent and have gone above and beyond to meet our expectation and exceed it.Totally recommend!



[image: Nicholas Friend]Nicholas Friend09:48 21 Dec 23


Excellent service: hardworking and thorough, good value. Would recommend to anyone.



[image: Sebastian Nowicki]Sebastian Nowicki21:10 16 Dec 23


Extremely helpful and took care with our possessions. They definitely knew what they were doing. Great team and superb service. Highly recommended for house move!



[image: Jorge Da Silva]Jorge Da Silva20:31 15 Dec 23


Very impressed with their professionalism. Polite and punctual. Moved my 2 bed house without any damage. All boxes and furniture were put in chosen rooms as requested. Highly recommended.



[image: Grzegorz]Grzegorz16:55 09 Dec 23


Top-notch commercial cleaning service! They’re reliable through and really know their stuff. Our office has never been cleaner. Highly recommend for a professional touch.



[image: Carolyn Ellis]Carolyn Ellis15:54 30 Nov 23


So impressed with Magda and Clean All Crew. We had a full end of tenancy clean and carpet clean. They were so efficient, the standard of cleaning is great. Great communication, I was sent videos of the house throughout the day to keep me posted on progress and quality, and communication was so easy. House was spotless! Will definitely recommend to friends who need this service.



[image: Aravind Pandiyan]Aravind Pandiyan22:58 24 Nov 23


We used Clean All Crew for a final clean up after a refurbishment. Service from the cleaners was very professional and high standard. Our company will use them on our future. Would definitely recommend



[image: ammu vji]ammu vji20:03 22 Nov 23


I don’t really want to share as they are brilliant. I have never had cleaners who deserved a review before…The most kind responsive, thorough company ever.HIGHLY RECOMMENDED



[image: Paul Sais]Paul Sais20:46 15 Nov 23


I needed help relatively short notice for an end of tenancy clean. They were extremely helpful and arranged to clean within two days. The job was immaculate including cupboards and cooker. Videos were sent to me after the job was done as I couldn’t get to the flat to see. Very impressed with the service. Would highly recommend.



[image: bijan family]bijan family20:40 14 Nov 23


I highly recommended! All surfaces were thoroughly cleaned during the deep cleaning service.



[image: Juliana Faria]Juliana Faria16:26 07 Nov 23


Excellent service.They did a deep clean at my house and service was excellent. They came on time and the work was completed on time. Will definitely use the service again.



[image: Kylie Farrimond]Kylie Farrimond08:13 31 Oct 23


Our company has been using this company's cleaning services for a long time, and we are very satisfied with their work Our space is always clean and pleasant.



[image: Mark Umbert]Mark Umbert14:42 26 Oct 23


This commercial cleaning service deserves a perfect 5/5 stars! Impeccable attention to detail, prompt and reliable, and our office has never looked better. Highly recommended!



[image: Shola Lewis]Shola Lewis09:40 18 Oct 23


Cleaning services provided by this company has transformed our home . It’s now spotless and a joy to live in



[image: MTM STEEL LTD]MTM STEEL LTD12:51 04 Oct 23


Clean All Crew Ltd offers offer tops -notch commercial cleaning services. Their team is reliable and ensures a spotless workspace. I'm impressed with their dedication to cleanliness and would choose them again without hesitation.



[image: FUTURE SHAPES London]FUTURE SHAPES London05:09 01 Oct 23


Clean All Crew Ltd deserves a solid 6/6 starts !Their commercial cleaning service is top notch, efficient and reliable.They consistently maintain a high level cleanliness in our workspace.Highly recommend !



[image: Ewelina Z]Ewelina Z10:53 29 Sep 23


Thank You for amazing cleaning service.From the start, they were professional and attentive. Their attention to detail is unmatched, and my home has never looked cleaner. Their commitment to customer satisfaction is evident. Highly recommend!



[image: Stacy Prosperous]Stacy Prosperous09:13 27 Sep 23


This cleaning company was amazing! They were thorough, fast and super professional! I had issues with bed bugs and they handled it so carefully by deep cleaning my carpets, sofabed, mattress and bed. They were so vigilant and pointed out anything they thought I should be concerned about which helped me make swift decisions about things that needed to be discarded. I cannot thank the Clean All Crew enough as their service made a stressful ordeal much simpler. Thank you so much Magda and the crew who provided top quality services to me at an affordable price!



[image: Grazyna Woloszyk]Grazyna Woloszyk15:06 25 Sep 23


Great commercial cleaning service ! They're efficient , reliable and always leave our office spotless . High recommend



[image: Holly Birch]Holly Birch10:56 20 Sep 23


Great communication and great cleaning. Used as a one off but will now become our regular cleaners. Thank you guys for a great job!



[image: sarah M]sarah M16:33 18 Sep 23


Thank you to the wonderful staff and very professional cleaning for our end of tenancy! Spotless! will book again in the future. I highly recommend it



[image: Jay Elliot]Jay Elliot11:19 14 Sep 23


A lovely, helpful woman took my call and got back to me later that day. The cleaner turned up on time, and did his job quickly. My carpet looks much nicer now. Thank you.



[image: Patel Parth]Patel Parth21:49 01 Sep 23


Amazing a company for my few Airbnb! I would highly recommend. They knows the ins and outs of Airbnb and is willing to give further advice to make the property as good as possible! We have use them for over 4 years. Would highly recommend



[image: Patel Heena]Patel Heena12:01 01 Sep 23


Amazing service, needed my new office deep cleaned before moving in. Happy with the service provided, recommended!



[image: Mawuli Agbesi]Mawuli Agbesi07:30 31 Aug 23


Good reliable cleaning service for an after-build cleaning job. Good communication and completed to a high standard. Would recommend



[image: sumanth neerumalla]sumanth neerumalla05:40 23 Aug 23


We use Clean All Crew for our contract cleaning at our venue.They are a very professional. Top quality service. I'II highly recommended



[image: Shraddha kasturi]Shraddha kasturi08:16 17 Aug 23


Amazing service. Very well organised, offices are always clean. Highly recommend.



[image: Mark Sanger]Mark Sanger15:21 15 Aug 23


Excellent communication with scheduling. Friendly cleaning staff. Arrived on time and did a good job. Will likely use them again.



[image: samanth jilla]samanth jilla06:22 11 Aug 23


I would like to thank Clean All Crew Ltd for their brilliant office cleaning. I don’t think I will be able to go without a cleaners any more. Standard of work is really high.



[image: jilla samanth]jilla samanth12:38 03 Aug 23


I booked an End Of Tenancy Cleaning through their website. The team arrived on point and was very quick and efficient and they also did a really good job with the cleaning - the flat looks brand new! Their attention to detail and customer service are exceptional. Highly recommended!



[image: Justine Beynon]Justine Beynon15:42 02 Aug 23


Outstanding cleaning company!I would not hesitate to recommend this company. Always reliable, professional and hard working. In particular Chris has provided my company with first class service for at least a year and our customers give us positive comments when he has been here. Nothing is too much trouble. Thank you to Clean All Crew!
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What We Do
 





























End of Tenancy Cleaning 








































Domestic Cleaning & Housekeeping 








































Gardening & Garden Maintenance 













































Commercial Kitchen Cleaning 








































Professional Painting & Decorating 








































Commercial & Domestic Deep Cleaning 













































Removal / Man and Van 








































Furniture Assembly 








































After Builder Cleaning 



































I’ve always used CAC for our cleaning services. They do a great job and even attended at short notice. They are efficient, reliable and I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend them to friends and family.





















Why Choose Us?
 












 





Always Reliable 



Our cleaning services are provided on budget and on time.





















 





Trusted 



5-Star Google Reviews 




















 





Peace of mind 



All our commercial and domestic cleaners are fully insured 




















 





Client focused 



Our cleaning services are tailored to your exacting requirements, and we always strive to give you the most accurate quote.


























 





Bespoke Advice 



We pride ourselves on offering brilliant value for money with 100% satisfaction guaranteed





















 





Affordable Rates 



We pride ourselves on offering brilliant value for money with 100% satisfaction guaranteed





















 





Domestic services 



We supply highly skilled painters and decorators, gutter cleaning and general property maintenance including gardening, carpet cleaning and floor polishing.





















                





Client focused 



Our cleaning services are tailored to your exacting requirements, and we always strive to give you the most accurate quote.






























Awards & Accreditations
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Latest News
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Why Carpets Smell After Cleaning and How to Remedy It 




February 10, 2023 

No Comments 



Carpets are a common and important part of many homes and offices, adding comfort and style to the decor. However, after carpet cleaning, it’s not
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How to clean your fridge like a pro 




January 16, 2023 

No Comments 



It’s all too easy to forget about cleaning your fridge, especially if you have a busy schedule, but just like any other appliance or surface
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PRESS RELEASE: London cleaning company Clean All Crew launches online booking tool 




December 30, 2022 

No Comments 



Clean All Crew has announced the launch of its online booking tool, which provides customers with a quick and easy way to book the services
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